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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD EST1MATION OF LINEAREQUATION
SYSTEMS WITH AUTO-REGRESSIVE RESIDLFALS1
LW GREGORYC. Giow AND RAY C. FAIR
This paper applies Newton's method to solte a se, of normal equations when theresiduals follow an
auloregressne scheme. h is shown that this teel;nique]r computing maximum likelihood estimatescan
he applied to the "seeniingly unrelated regression" model. An eight equation quarterly forecasting,nde
of the U.S. econonz;' is then used to illustrate th met hod described in thepaper.
I. INTROI)UCT1ON
The problem considered in this paper is the maximum likelihoodestimation of a
system of linear stochastic equations in which the residuals followan autoregressive
scheme. This problemhas been studied previously by Sargan [10] andmore
recently by Hendry [5]. The former formulated the problem and providedmimer-
ical solution to a special case. The latter appliedan algorithm of Powell [] to
this problem, an algorithm that does not require theuse of first or second deriva-
tives. The present paper provides an alternative method of computing themaximum
likelihood estimates, It applies Newton's method to solvea set ofnormal equations
and is a generalization of the well-known Cochran--Orcutttechnique to deal with
autoregressive residuals in a regression. Thus our method is traditional incon-
ception. Our experience, which is partly reported below, is thatthis method works
well. However, whether itis computationally better than Hendry's or other
methods remains to be investigated.
In Section 2 a set of normal equations kr the unknown coefficients ina linear
econometric system is presented for the case in which the residualsare serially
uncorrelated. The equations are first set forth without the imposition oflinear
restrictions, and then a method to deal with linear restrictions is discussed.A
previous work, Chow [2], dealt only with linear restrictionson the coefficients
within a single equation, and the method in Section 2 deals with linearrestrictions
on coefficients possibly belonging to different equations. The normal equations
are nonlinear in the unknown coefficients, and both a direct iterative method and
Newton's method have been tried for solving them. As discussed in Chow [2],
Newton's method appears to converge more often and faster than thedirect
iterative method, and it is the method considered in thispaper.
In Section 3 the analysis is expanded to thecase in which the residuals follow
an auto-regressive scheme. The main point of this section is that this more general
statistical problem can be decomposed into two sub-problems,each of which can
be solved by the method in Section 2. The decomposition is basedon the observa-
tion that, given the coefficients of the auto-regressive scheme, the coefficientsof
the structural equations can be estimated by the method of Section 2, and, given
'The research described in this paper was supported by NSF Grant GS-2799 and thecomputer
work by NSF Grant GJ-34.
17the latter coefficients, the former coefficients can he estimated likewise. Theresult-
ing solution of the more general I)rohlem is thus merely a two-step applicatioiiof
Newton's method and poses no additional eomputatonal difficulties.
A special case of the model considered in Section 3 is thecase where the co-
efficient matrix of the endogenous variables is an identity matrix. Themodel
then reduces to the "seemingly unrelated regression'' model analyzedby Zeilner
[ii], Parks [7], and others. Neither the two-step procedure suggestedby Zellner
for the serially uncorrelated case nor the three-step procedure suggestedby Parks
for the fIrst order serially correlatedcase is a maximum likelihood procedure,
but it can easily be shown, as is done in Section 4, that bothof the procedures
become maximum likelihood procedures ifone does not stop after the second or
third step hut continues to iterate untilconvergence is reached. It is also shown in
Section 4 that iterating with the Zeilneror Parks procedure is equivalent to solving
the set of normal equations of the system by thedirect iterative method. Since
Newton's method appears to bemore useful in practice than the direct iterative
method, the better way of obtaining the niaxinium likelihoodestimates of [he
seemingly unrelated regression modelappears to be to use the method discussed
In Sections 2 and 3, which is based on Newton's method,rather than to iterate with
the Zeliner or Parks procedure.
The method described in thispaper is quite general and can handle most of
the problems associated with estimatinglinear equations systems. Linearrestric- tions on the coefficientscan be handled, first and higher orderauto-regressive
properties of the residuals can be handled,and various special casescan be con-
sidered. Some of themore interesting special cases are the seeminglyunrelated
regression model, the case where the residualsobey a first-order auto-regressive
scheme with a diagonal coefficientmatrix, and the case where identitiesare present.
In order to illustrate theuse of the method described in thispaper, a numerical
example is provided in Section 5. Aneight equation model is estimated inwhich
the residuals obey a first-orderauto-regressive process with a diagonalcoefficient matrix. There are also linearrestrictions on the coefficients ofone of the equations
in the model, and one of the equations inthe model is an identity. Themodel has 33 so uctural parameters and 7auto-regressive parameters to he estimated.
2. A METHOD OF MAXIMUMLIKaIIJO0I) ESTIMATIONOF LINEAR EQUATION
SYSTEMS WITH LINEARRESTRICTiONS ON TIlE COEFFI('IENTS
Let the linear system ofstructural equations be
(2.1) YB'==zr'+u
with V and Z denotingT x G and T x Kmatrices of observationson the G dependent variables and theK predeterminedvariables, LI denotinga T x G matrix of residuals, and B'and 1' (prime fortranspose) denoting G x G and K x G matrices ofcoefficients (the ith columnsof B' and U' being the coefficients of the ith equation).Assume that the Trows of U are uncorrelated, andthat the G elements of eachrow satisfy a multivariatenormal distribution withmean 0 and covariance matrix .Then the logconcentrated likelihood functioncan be
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Swritten as [1, 2]
If all the variables with zero coefficients in the ith equation are excluded and if
J3is set equal to 1, then the ith equation of(2.l) can he written as
(23) =+ Z4- u,(I = I.....
where [i andare column vectors of the remaining unknown coefficients in the
ith equation.
Setting the partial derivatives of (2.2) with respect to these unknown co-
efficients equal to zero yields the following system of normal equations 12. equation
(2.8)].
f() = 0.
where s'3 and w° are respectively the ij elements of the inverses of S and W as
defined by (2.2), q' =- w'), aidstands for the vector of all of the unknown
coefficients in the system.
Newton's method can now be applied to solve the system of normal equations
(2.4). Let F be the matrix of partial derivatives of the elements of] with respect
to the elements of, as given explicitly in Chow [2], equations (4.8)--(4.l0), andlet
' be the value ofin the rth iteration. Newton's method iterates by the formula2
(2.5)
1'-- [F()]- If(r
If there are linear restrictions on the elements of(these elements may be
coefficients in different structural equations), one has to modify the vector j()
2 In the programming of Newtons method for the work in Chow [2] and for the work here, the
actual value of a for the r + I iteration is taken to be a' + !i(a'
l- f) If the likelihood is larger for
h= I, thenh= 1.25, (1.25)2.... is tried until the likelihood decreases. Ifthe likelihood is not larger for
h = l,then Ii0.8,_O.8.(0.8)2,(0.8)2. is tried in an attempt tofind a larger likelihood. If a larger
likelihood is not found and ii the difference between ias computed in (2.5)) and' is still sizeable,
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/ BY'YB Tand the matrix If7.) in equations (2.4 and (2 ._S). 1hc illOdilicai ions requiredcan
be seen by considering the restriction
(2.6) ( j.
The unknown £X1 will be ehminated, since itis a known linear function Oftwo of
the remaining unknowns,and ;. The likelihood function L will bereplaced by
a new function L* of a new set of variables f (having One fewer element thana,
by substituting the right-side of (2.6) forin L. By (2.6) and the chainrule of
differentiation, the new f *()0 will contain the following equations
()L*óL L - ..-- =




= -+ -T = 0,
O2A
where it is understood that the argumentolany derivative of I. is replacedby the
right side of(2.6)--likcwise for equations(2.$) and (2.9) below. IfI (cr) has ii elements,
say, then I *(*) and .1(2) are related by the equation
(2.8) = M/iy.).
where A! is an (n-x n matrix which is constructed from then xidentity
matrix by (I) eliminating its ith row, (2) replacingthe zero in the ith position ofthe
jth row by c. and (3) replacing thezero in the ith position of the kthrow by d.
By differentiating the elements off *(*) withrespect to the remainingn
variables, one can obtain the new matrix F*(f)of second partial derivatives:
(2.9) F*(2*) =
Equations (2.8) and (2.9)can then be used to modify equation (2.5) inorder to
perform iterations by Newton'smethod. If there is a second linearrestriction, then another matrix,say Ai*, can be used to nuiltiply /and F* in the sameway as M was used in equations (2.8) and (2.9)to muhiplyJ and F. Thisprocess can be repeated for any number of linearrestrictions. Setting a coefficientequal to a constant c amounts to setting it equalto e times the dunimy variable 1in the list predetermined variablcssimilarly, non-homogeneouslinear restrictionscan be treated by using this dummyvariable.
Two other points about theabove method should be noted.First, as discussed in Chow [2,p. 107], identities can be quite easily handledby the above method. Secondly, the covariancematrix of the estimates 0f1can be consistently estimated by the inverse of- F evaluated at the niaximizing value of2.
3. MAXIMUM LIKEI.J000!)ESTIMATiON OF LINEAR EQUATIONSYSTEMS Wilt!
A UTO-RE(;RFSSIvc RESIE)UAIS
Now let the model(2.1) be modified byassuming that its residuals V obey an auto-regressive schemesuch as
(3.1) U = UR'1 + U.2R + F,
20
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where the G columns of Uand U2 arethe residuals ofthe C structural equations
lagged one period and two periods respectively.3 k1 andRare matrices of co-
etlicients of the auto-regressive scheme, and the residuals E satisfy the same assunip-
tions originally made for U in the model (2.1). It will be shown in this section that
the method of Section 2 can he applied to obtain maxinium likelihood estimaks
of the matrices B, F, R1 and R2 in this model. To simplify matters of expositton
without loss of generality. R2 wdl he assumed to he zero.
Since the model lagged one period satisfies
(3.2) Y_1B' = ZF' -i- tJ,,
the equation system (2.1) and (3.1) can he written as (with R,0)
(3.3) YB' = Y1B'R + Zr' - Z.,F'R + F
YB'1 + ZF - ZF' + F.
The log concentrated likelihood function for this model, by (2.2. is simply
(3.4)
1'





(3.5) YB' -- 1 18'R'I-ZF' -!- Z-11'R.
with B, F. and R1 treated as unknowns and Y, Y_, 1,and Z-.treated as given
data.
To maximize (3.4) with respect to these unknowns, consider first the partial
maximization with respect to B and 1, gIvenR .From the second line of (3.3),
this amounts to maximization with respect to B, F, B1 and F subject to the linear
restrictions
(3.6) B1=R1B;11 =
This problem can be solved by the method of Section 2.
Now consider the maximization of (3.4) with respect to R1, given B and F.
With B and F treated as given, the model can he written as, by rearrangement of
(3.3),
(3.7) (YB'Zi') =(Y,B' - Z1r')R + F,
with the terms in parentheses being treated as matrices of observed variables and
R' being treated as a matrix ofcoetlicients. Maximizing (3.4) partially with respect
to R1 amounts to maximizing
(3.8) L1 = const.iog{E'E
}
sinceI(1/T)BY' YB!is a constant. But (3.8) is precisely thelogconcentrated like-
lihood function for the model (3.7), and the method of Section 2 can be applied to
maximize this likelihood function with respect to the coefficient matrix R1. Of
Because of(3. I), one observation is of course lost for each order of the auto-regressive scheme.
21course, if there are no restrictions onP1the estimates are simply leastsquares
estimates. In this casel Y 1B' - F') is the matrix ofthe predeterminedvariables,
and (YB' - ZI")is the matrix of the dependent variables whose cocf1jjntmatrix
is restricted to he the identity matrix.
The maximum likelihood estimates of B, F, andR1in the model (3.3)can be
obtained as follows. Start with an initial value for R,, possibly 0, and niaximize the
likelihood function with respect toBand F by the method of Section 2take these
values ofBand F as given and maximize the likelihood function withrespect to
P1. again by the methodofSection 2 repeat this two-step processuntil conver-
gence is reached. Convergence will be reached using this process if themethod ofSection 2 converges for the problem that it is supposed to solve, sincethe method
of this section amounts simply to repeated applications of themethod of Section 2.
Letdenote the vector of all of the unknown coefficients inthe system in-
cluding the coefficients inR1,let h(ó) = 0 stand for the system of normalequations
derived from differentiating the likelihood function (3.41(as f() = 0 stood for
the system of normal equations derived from differentiatingthe likelihood function
(2,2)), and let U be the matrix of partial derivatives of the elementsof), withrespect
to the elements of i. Then the covariance matrix of the estimatorofcan be con-
sistently estimated by the inverse of- H evaluated at the maximizing value of 5.
The derivatives involved in such a procedureare quite complicated, however,and
so an alternative procedure is recommended. This procedureis to compute the
covariance matrix of the estimates ofBand F under the assumptionthatR,
is known (and equal to its estimate) andto compute the covariance matrixof the estimatorof R,under the assumption thatBand rare known (and equalto their estimates), These two estimatesofthe eovariance matrices fallout of the two-step
process above (since the matrix F' in (2.5) iscomputed in both steps) andso pose no further computational burden. Theseestimates will,ofcourse, be an iindercstirnite of the actual covariancematrix, since the stochasticnature of the estimator of B and I and thestochastic nature of the estimatorofR1are not considered together.
The comments made in Section 2about the ability of the methodto handle various problems generally pertainto the two-step process in this sectionas well. In particular, linear restrictionson the coefficients B and Ican be handled (in- cluding, of course, the restrictionsin (3.6)), and linearrestrictions on the Co. efficientsofR1can be handled. The one typeofrestriction that cannot be handled by the two-stepprocess is a restriction between thecoefficients of B or F and the coefficients of R,. Theprocess cannot handle, in otherwords, a restriction that says that a given element ofR1is a linear combination ofgisenelements of B or I. In practice, however, thisis not likely to bea serious limitation of the method, The matrix R, can, ofcourse, be restricted to be diagonal,and for many problems it may be advisableto do this. Otherwise, withR, unrestricted a large number of
coefficients will have to beestimated for evenmnoderateli' sized models, and it may be difficult to obtainestimates of this manycoefficients.
4. A SPECIAL CASE:SEEMINGLY IJNREI,ATEI) REGRESSIONS
If B is an identitymatrix, then (2.1)reduces to the "seemingl\' unrelated regression" model analyzedby Zellner [11], Parks[7], and others. The basicmethod proposed by Zellner for the case in which the residuals are serially Un-
correlated consists in obtaining a consistent estimate of the variance-covariance
matrix, S. of the residuals U and then using this estimate to compute thegeneralized
least squares estimate off. A consistent estimate ofS can be obtained byestimating
each equation of the model by ordinary least squares and using the estimated
residuals from these equations to estimate S.
The estimates obtained from Zeilner's procedure are not maximumlikelihood
estimates, but it can be shown that if one continued to iterate on S andachieved
convergence, then the resulting estimates would bemaximum likelihood estimates.
When B' is an identity matrix, then the system of normal equations (2.4) reduces to





Equation (4.1) is the same as the equation for the generalized least squaresestimator
presented in Zellner [11],p.351, equation (2.7). One possible way to try to solve
this system of equations is to iterate on the elements ofS.4This iterative method
is equivalent to the direct iterative method discussed in Chow [2], and tothe
extent that the method converges, iterating in this mannerproduces maximum
likelihood estimates.
As discussed in Chow [2], Newton's method appears towork better than the
direct iterative method, and thus the better way of obtaining themaximum likeli-
hood estimates of the seemingly unrelated regression model would appear tobe
to use Newton's method rather than the direct iterativemethod. The computational
burden involved in computing the maximum likelihood estimates byNewton's
method does not appear so great that one has torelyon Zellner's simpler two-step
procedure to estimate the seemingly unrelated regression model.
Parks expanded the analysis of the seemingly unrelated regression model to
include the case in which the residuals are first order serially correlated.that is,
to include the case in which R1 is diagonal and R2 is zeroin (3.1). His method
consists in obtaining consistent estimates of the serial correlationcoefficients,
using these estimates to obtain a consistent estimate of the variance-covariance
matrix, and then using both of these sets of estimates to compute thegeneralized
least squares estimate of f. Estimates of the serial correlation coefficients canbe
obtained from the ordinary least squares residuals of each equation.
The estimates obtained from Parks' procedure are not maximumlikelihood
estimates, but again it can he shown, in a manner similar to thatdone above
for Zeilner's procedure, that iterating on the serial correlationcoefficients and
the elements of the variance-covariance matrix leads tomaximum likelihood
Iterating in this manner was suggested by Zellner and Theil [2], p. 78, within the context of the
three.siage least squares technique.
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-1 _z,I htestimates. Again, the computattonal burden involved in compuhirte the tltXiflh1ifli
likelihood estimates does not appear so great that One has to rely on Parks
three-step procedure. or some quasi-iterative version oi it. to estimate tile seemirlgl'
unrelated regression model with serially correlated residuals. The method proposed
in Section 3 of this paper also has the advantage that linear restrictions on the
coefficients can he easily handled and that more general auto-regressive properties
of the residuals can he considered.
5. AExA1PI.i
The model estimated in this section is the simultaneous part of the forecasting
model developed in Fair [3]. The model is quarterly and consists of eight equations
seven equations explaining seven components of current dollar GNP anda
GNP identity. The seven components are durable consumption, non-durable
consumption, service consumption, plant and equipment investment, iionfarrn
housing investment, inventory investment, and imports. Government spending,
exports, and farm housing investment are taken to he exogenous. The mode! is
presented in Table l.A detailed description olthe eight-equation model ispresented
in [3], along with a description of the overall forecasting model, and this description
will not be repeated here.
The model was estimated for the 1960 1-1970 111 period,° and the resultsare
presented in Table 11. The model was estimated both by the full information
maximum likelihood technique described in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper and by
the two-stage least squares technique adjusted to account for first orderserial
correlation of the residuals. A description of this latter techniquecan be found in
Fair [4]. The two-stage least squares estimates were usedas initial values for the
maximum likelihood technique.
Given the initial two-stage least squares values, it took threeiterations for
the estimates of the fl's and y's to converge withina tolerance level of 0.1 percent
(i.e., 0.001 percentage points). The values of Itfor these three iterations were
0.191,0.9l9,and 1.003. Given these new values of the fl's andy's, it then took two
iterations for the estimates of the r's toconverge within the sante tolerance level.
The values of it for these two iterationswere 0.902 and 0.997. The resulting es-
timates from this first application of thetwo-step process are presented in Table 11
Parks did not propose any iterative procedure. hutone of the methods considered by Kmenta
and Gilbert [6] in this context is equivalentto iterating on the serial correlation coefficients Kmenta
and Gilbert did not propose iteratingon the variance -covar ianec matrix, howeser. it should also be
noted that Parks' procedure does not yieldconsistent estimates if there arc lagged dependent.iriahles
among the predeteimined variables in the system,since in this case not all of the cstiin,Iistthe serial
correlation coefficients are consistent. In thiscase one must esoit to an iteratise procedure on the
serial correlation coefficientsin order to achievc consistent estimates
The model could not be estimated before1960 because of lack of good data on housing starts.
Most of theequatjons in [3]were estimated beginning in 19561. hut for theork here ii was not possible to dolhis,since itas not possibletoestimate some equationsover different sample periods than others For the work in [3], observationswere omitted fromall of the equations for the automobile strike in
1964 and observations were omitted fromthe import equation for the dock strike in 1968 1969 For the work here, no observationswere omitted because of strikes, but rather dummy sariableswere used in those equations most affected bythe strikes. The dummy variables usedare listed in Table I For the work in [3] the sample periodended in 1969 IV, but for the work herethe sample period ended in 1970 Iii.
See Footnote 2.
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Endogenous Variahks
Predetermined Variables
Restrictions: fl62 = $5 I '/6.10 = 769'
R1 in (3.1) is assumed to be a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements r1r22. r33,
r44. r55, r,,0, and r77.
R2 in (3.1) is assumed to be zero.
The eighth equation is an identity and has no error term associated with it.
Notation:
CDDurable Consumption Expenditures
CN = Non-Durable Consumption Expenditures
CS = Service Consumption Expenditures
IP = Plant and Equipment Investment
lU = Nonfarm I-lousing investment
- = Change in Total Business Inventories
IMP = Imports
GNP = Gross National Product
G = Government Expenditures plus Farm I-lousing Investment plus Exports
MOOD = Michigan Survey Research Center Index of Consumer Sentiment
PE2 = Two-quarter-ahead Expectation of Plant and Equipment Investment
HSQ = Quarterly Nonlarm Housing Starts
V = Stock of Total Business Inventories (arbitrary base period value of zero in 1953 IV)
D644 = Dummy variable that takes on a value of one in the fourth quarter of 1964 and zero
otherwise. Similarly for dummy variables D65l, D684, D69l, and D692.
Note: The subscript - I or -2 after a variable denotes the one-quarter or two-quarter lagged
value of the variable.
('nst.6 MOOD\100D2PE2HSQ HSQFISQ,
CD 0 113 4 0 0 0 0
CN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IP 0 (1 0 y1 0 0 0
IH 151 0 0 0 0 /s' 7s
V - V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IMP ;71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GNP 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C1) CN CS1 I- D644 1)651 D684D691 D692
CD 0 0 0 0 11,13 '114 0
CN 0 72,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CS 0 0 7311 0 0 0 0 0 0
IP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V - 159 15.10 0 15.12 /5,13 16,14 0
IMP 0 0 0 0 /7.13 17.14 /7.15 17,16 17.17
GNP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cl) CN CS IP IHF- VIMPGNP
CD I 0 0 0 0 0 0 fl1M
CN 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 /L,
CS 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 p35
IP 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 J48
lH 0 0 0 0 1 0 () $
V - fl fJ 0 0 0 I 0 0
IMP I) 0 0 0 0 0 I fl-1
GNP I I I I 1 I -1I?\I)I.EII
('()J-Iii(itN, EsiiSiAi tfIIII ILll(lsiI
lull Information NI asi11 U fl
under the heading "First Pass".This first pass increased the likelihood ratio
by about 47 percent from whatit was for the two-stage leastsquares es!inmtes.
By the fourth application ofthe two-step process, the successive estimatesof the
rs were within a tolerance level of0.025 (i.e., the difference between the estimate
of,-11 on the thirdpass and the estimate ofr11 on the fourthpass was less than 0.025

















(1,,, 0. lOSS 0.10869 0.10897 0.10902 000172
$28 0.0446 0.045252 (1.051593 0.054768 0.007782
$38 0.02 12 0.027 339 0.028243 0.029302 0.005707
$48 0.0801 0.073693 0.072075 0,1173092 0014807
/1 0.0141 0.0 14285 0.014340 0.014:157 0.000941
0.2373 0.31191 0.49909 0.5569.5
$78 0.0859 0.084856 0.084032 0 083556 0.003980
-"II -34.62 38.409 41.204 --41.272 4,936
'3 0.1830 0. 19866 0.20761 1)21723 0.05162
"4 0.0695 0.09280 (1.11157 0.10237 0.05769
'1,i --2.32 2.0664 - 1.9956 --2.0604 1.1298
'1i14 2.66 3.2085 3.3190 3.2581 1.1142
124 0.0443 0.052629 0.1)64539 0.070305 0.012678
0 0.8297 0.82354 0.7946! 0.78022 0.03289
,54 -0.0233 - 0.023319 -' 0.023373 --0.0235!! 0.002783
13.,, 0.947! 0.92279 0.91924 0.91513 0,02208
74' -9.74 -7.8993 - 77771 -7.7009 6.9687
'45 0.4625 0.51473 0.53308 0.51534 0.13076
-2.92 3.2580 - 2.7355 - 2.4767 1.4295
156 0.0660 0.056493 0.055539 0.0557 IV 0.009949
'37 0.0869 0.094790 0.088803 0.08 7797 0.011565
'/38 0.0146 0.017996 0.019883 0.018326 0.01023)
--87.69 - 156.78 170.72 166.57 21.753
IfrI 0.8296 067225 0.55839 0.47342 0.08858
Yo. I 2 -0.3 198 -0.51523 -0.53796 -0.52106 0.05949
7,,.IS -1.27 - 0.077041 0.43839 0.58868 1.70955












































































Ratio)ratio increased by a little over one percent between the fIrst and fourth pass.
By the eleventh application of the two-step process, the successive estimates of
the r's were within a tolerance level of 0.002. The estimates on the eleventh pass
are also presented in Table 11. Within any one application of the two-step process.
it never took more than three iterations for the estimates of the /1's and ,'s to
converge within a tolerance level of 0.1 percent. and it never took more than two
iterations for the estimates of the r's to converge. Near the end, the estimates
were converging in one iteration. All of the values of/i were very close to one after
the first application of the two-step process.
The above results thus indicate that the two-step process works quite well8
It is also encouraging to report that the process converged even when the initial
values of the fl's, ','s, and r's were all taken to he zero. In this case, it took 38
iterations for the estimates of the fl's and's to converge the first time, with small
values of/i generally used for the first 34 iterations. Given these estimates of the
fl's and "s, it then took eight iterations for the estimates of the r's to converge
for the first time, with small values of/i used for the first four iterations. The value
of the likelihood ratio after this first pass was 0.750279(10'
2)
The above model was also estimated under the assumption that R, in (3.1)
is a diagonal matrix. This meant that there were 47 coefficients to he estimated
33 coefficients in B and r, 7 coefficients in R,, and 7 coefficients in R,. The full
information maximum likelihood estimates in Table II were used as initial values
for B, F, and R,, and zeros were used as initial values for R-,. Given the initial
values, it took three iterations for the r's to converge within a tolerance level of
0.1 percent. The values of/i for these three iterations were 0.716. 1.000. and 1.000.
After this first pass, it never took more than two iterations for the estimates of the
fl's and "s or of the r's to converge. All of the values of /i were very close to one.
By the eighth pass the successive estimates of the r's were within a tolerance level
of 0.008. The likelihood ratio after the eighth pass was 3.488035(1012).
The technique described inhis paper thus appears capable of handling
fairly large problems with no difficulty. No problems of convergence were en-
countered with any of the runs using the above model. There is no indication
from the above results that the technique cannot handle problems even double or
triple the size of the current problems. With respect to Hendry's use of Powell's
algorit..n [5]. it should perhaps be mentioned that Powell [9, p. 34] has reported
that the algorithm tends to be inefficient for more than about ten parameters.
However, the computational efficiencies of the algorithm here proposed. as
compared with possible alternatives, remain to be further invcstigated.
6. Cce'ct.usiu
Most of the problems involved in estimating linear econometric systems
can be handled by the method described in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper. A
user-oriented computer program has been written to implement the method and
8 It is conceivable, of course, that one could achieve even faster overall convergence by using
larger tolerance levels for the firsi few passes arid then smaller levels after the estimates are close to
converging.
It should be noted with respec; to Hendry's method that Hendr considered only the case of
completely unrestricted autoregressive coefficient matrices )i.e.. no iero elements).
27is available from the authors on request.l I To theextent that such aprogram is
available, one should not have to rely on less satisfactory, hutCOiTIptItationally
easier, procedurestoestimate linear ec000mCtric systems.
Pi'n't0L:piieI",jfi'
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